
EVA LUATION OF MODEL ADA PTATION BY HMM DECOl\在POSITION
ON TELEPHONE SPEECH RECOGNITION 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper， we evaluate performance of model adap
tation by the previously proposed HMM decomposition 
method[11 on telephone speech recognition. The HMM de
composition method separates a composed HMM into a 
known phoneme HMM臼d姐 unknown noise and chan
nel HMM by maximum likelih∞d (ML) estimation of the 
HMM parameters. A transfer function (telephone chan
nel) HMM is estimated using adaptation speech data by 
applying the HMM decomposition twice in the linear spec・
tral domain for noise and in the cepstral domain for chan
nel. The telephone speech data for evaluation are recorded 
through 10 kinds of ordinary analog telephone handsets 
and cordless telephone handsets. The test resuIts show 
that the average phrase aιcuracy with the clean speech 
HMMs is 60.9% for the ordinary 回alog telephone hand
sets，日d 19.6% for the cordless telephone handsets. By the 
HMM decomposition method， the average phrase accuracy 
is improved to 78.1 % for the ordinary analog telephone 
handsets， 回d 50.5% for the cordless telephone handsets. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many methods have been proposed to cope with prob
lems日used by additive noise祖d convolutional distortion 
in robust speech recognition. Speech enhancement and 
model compensation approaches are two co=on examples 
among them. For the speech enhancement approach， spec・
tral subtraction for additive noise and cepstral me回 nor
malization(or signal bias removal) for convolutional distor
tion have heen proposed (e・g.， [2， 3， 4， 5， 61). For the model 
compensation approach， conventional muIti-template tech
nique， model adaptation (eι[12， 131) as well as model 
(de-)composition melhods (e.g.， [7， 8， 9， 10， 11， 14， 15]) 
have been developed. 

In our previous paper [11. we proposed臼 HMM decom
position melhod. The HMM decomposition method deals 
with the model parameter instead of the series of the ob
served signal， and estimates the HMM parameters based 
on maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. Its effectiveness 
is confirmed by the word recognition experiments on the 
real distant-talking speech. 

This paper reports the performance of the HMM decom
position method on the telephone speech recognition. The 
telephone speech data for evaluation are recorded using 10 
kinds of the ordinary analog telephone handsets and the 
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Soundpr∞rr∞m 

Figure 1: Recording condition of telephone speech 

cord!ess telephone handsets in a soundproof room， through 
the public telephone network as shown in Figure 1. 

2. TELEPHONE SPEECH DATA 

Figure 1 shows the recording condition of the telephone 
speech. Utterances írom 60 speakers in the ASJ(Acoustical 
Society of Japan) continuous speech database 訂e out
putted through a mouth simulator， and inputted into 10 
kinds of the ordinary日alog telephone handsets and the 
cordless telephone handsets in the soundproof room. Then， 
their speech are recorded through the public telephone net
work. Ten kinds of telephone handsets are CANON (CF
H1CL)， KENWOOD (IS-W757)， NEC (Speax23 CL)， NTT 
(CP-D40)， PANASONIC (VE-D67L-K)， PIONEER (TF
JP50)， SANYO (TEL-L710)， SHARP (CJ・H7・B)， SONY 
(SPP-A600) 回d VICTOR (TN・DJ1・B). Each telephone 
handset consists of an ordinary analog telephone handset 

姐d a cordless telephone handset. 

Figure 2 shows the log power spectrum of the clean speech 
and the telephone speech， which are digitized at回 8kHz
sampling rate. In the case of the speech through the cord
less telephone handset， the shape over 3kHz is distorted. 
The SNRs of the ordinary 祖alog telephone handsets回d
the cordless telephone handsets are 25.1dB and 20.3 dB， 
respectively. Their SNRs are calculated by 

t 2::=1 0(t )2 
SNR � 10101!.内 -'-'-'OIU 土 乞二I n(t)2

'

w nere o( t) andπ(t) denote the observed speech and the 
noise at time t， respectively. 1 and m are the number of 
total frames of speech data and the number of total frames 
of noise data， respectively. 
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Figure 3: Eovironmeol model for lelephone speech 

3. HMM DECOMPOSITION 

The HMM decomposilio口 mclbod separales a composed 
HMM iolo a knowo phooeme HMM回d日 unkoowo noise 

日d cba.noel HMM by ma.ximum likelibood (ML) eslima
lion of lbe HMM p訂畑山sl1l.

Figu同3 s�ows ao envirooment model for tbe lelcpbone 
speech. The observed speech O(ω; m) is町Jfesenled by 

。(ω;m) = {S(ω; m) + N(BG)(ω; m)}' H(ω;m) 

+N(CH)(ω;m) . H'(ω;711) 

= S(ω; m) ' H(ω; m) + N(ω;m)， 

wher巴

N(ω; m) = N(BG)(ω;m)'H(ω; m)+N(clI)(ω;日).H'(ω;m).

S(ω; m)， N(BG)(ω;m)， N(CH)(ω; m)， and N(ω;m) de口ole
lhe clea.n speech， lhe background noise， lhe channel ooise 
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and the observed noise a.t frame m and frequency ω， re 
spectively. H (ω;m) 回d H'(ω; 711) are transfer function. 
Accordingly， a. composed HMM of lhe observed speech io 
tbe linear spectral doma.in is represen ted by 

λSH+N = Exp{ Cos (Às，，� EÐ入Il，，�)} EÐλNII"' (1) 

where λ日d EÐ denote a set of model para.meters阻d a. 

model composition procedure， respeclively. Exp and Cos 
are exponential transform of the distribution function a.nd 
cosinc transform of tbe distribu tion function， respectively. 
According to the equa.tion (1)， the estimation equation of 
tbe transfer function HMM is writlen as follows in the cep
slral doma.in: 

λH..� = Cos-I {Log(λSH+N e入Nr;J)θλS.<�， (2) 

where cep and lin denote the cepstral doma.in and lbe 
linear spectral doma.in， respectively. e denotes a model 
decomposition procedure. Cos-I and Log are inverse co
sine transform of the distribution function and logarithm 
transform of the distribution function， respective1y. The 
equation (2) shows that the HMM decomposition melhod 
is applied twice in the linear spectral doma.in and in the 
cepstral doma.in， where the transfer function HMM is esti
mated in noisy environment. First1y， the HMM decompo
sition method is applied in the linear spectral domaio to 
estimate the telephone speech HMMs which are free from 
the inßuences of noises. Thc obta.ined telephone speech 
HMMs are converled to the cepslral domain. Then， tbe 
HMM decomposition method is applied again to estimale 
the transfer function HMM. The proccdure is summarized 
in Figure 1. 

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

4.1. Experimental condition 
All cxperimenls in this pa.per are conducted on tbe tele
phone speech data which we described in the section 2 
About 7500 sentcnces from 25 males 回d 25 females are 
used for the training. Five males阻d fi ve females for tbe 
testing are not used in the training. Ea.ch testiog speahr 
utters only one sentcnce for adaptation for ea.ch ba:ロdset.

We cb∞se 55 context independent phonemes as the c1eao 
speecb unils. Each phoneme is modeled by a single left-tcト
right 3-state lied-mixture HMM with 3 self-lransitioo loop5 
and wilbout sta.le skipping. Sixtccn mel-frequeocy cep
slral coefficienls(MFCC) witb tbeir日rst order differe日lials
(企MFCC)， a:nd the firsl order differentials for normalized 
logaritbmic �iteríù' (ð.powcr) are calculaledぉtbe obser. 
vation vector for each fra.mc. There are total 256 Gaus
sian mixture componenls wilh diagonal covaria.nce malri
ces shared by all of the models for MFCC叩d ð.MFCC， 
respcctively. There are 61 Gaussian mixturc compo目白l5
sbared by all of the models for ð.power. 

For eovironment adaplation， a siogle Gaussian is employed 
to model the noise and lhc traosfer fUDclion. Ooly mを却

vector is eslimated for the traロsfer function in tbis exper
imenl. 

The phrase recognilion experiment is carried out using COD

tiouous seロtence specch. Each sentencc includes 6 � 7 
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phrases on average. ln this task， the ASJ database is di
vided into 10 subsets. Each subset consists of 50 sentences 
except one subset which consists of 53 sentences. One typ
ica1 subset of this task is 323 phrases with a phrase per
plexity of 323 on average. Each speaker utters 3 subsets 
through one telephone handset. 

4.2. Experimental results 

The points to be investigated are: 

• improvement of recognition rate by the HMM compo
sition and the HMM decomposition method， 

• comparison with cepstra1 me回 subtraction( CMS). 

回d

• comparison with matched condition. 

Table 1 and Table 2 show the average phrase accuracy[%J 
for 10 kinds of the ordinary analog telephone handsets組d
the cordless telephone handsets， respectively. The phrase 
accuracy with the Clean HMMs(indicated as HMM・S) is 
79.2% for the clean speech. The telepbone speecb， .how
ever， decreases tbe pbrase accuracy to 60.9% for the ordi
nary analog telephone handsets， and 19.6% for the cordless 
telephone handsets. 

The phrase accuracy with the HMM-SN， composed of the 
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HMM-TELE( ordi・
(ordinary tele.)lnary and co吋less)

72.7 

60.5 

HMM-S and the noise HMM， is improved to 70.1% for 
the ordinary analog telepbone handsets，回d 30.3% for the 
cordless telephone handsets. By applying the HMM de
composition method twice in the linear spectra1 domain 

祖d in the cepstra1 domain， HMM-SHN， the phrase ac
curacy is improved from 60.9% to 78.1 % for the ordinary 

回a10g telephone handsets， and from 19.6% to 50.5% for 
the cordless telephone handsets with one adaptation sen
tence. 

Table 1 and Table 2 a1so include the average phrase accu
racy for 10 kinds of the telephone handsets in the matched 
condition. The HMM phonemes， HMM・TELE(ordinary 
tele.)むe trained by the sp田ch data through 10 kinds 
。f the ordinary ana10g telephone handsets. The HMM 
phonemes， HMM-TELE(cordless tele.)， are trl!-ined by the 
speech data through 10 kinds of the cordless telephone 
hl!.Ddsets. The HMM phonemes， HMM-TELE(ordinary 

臼d cordless)， are trained by the speech data through 10 
kinds of the ordinary ana10g telephone handsets and the 
cordless telephone handsets. The phrase accuracy with 
the HMM-TELE(ordinary tele.) is 77.7% for the ordinary 
ana10g telephone handsets. The phrase accuracy with the 
HMM-TELE( cordless tele.) is 61.0% for the cordless tele
phone handsets. On the other hand， the phrase accuracy 
with the HMM-TELE(ordinary and cordless) is decreased 
to 72.7% for the ordinary回a10g telephone handsets， and 
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60.5% for the cordless telephone handsets. This is caused 
by the mismatched condition between the ordinary 回a10g
telephone handsels and the cordless telcphone handsets. 

Table 3 shows the comparison with CMS. Whcn lhe HMM 
decomposition method is applied once in the cepstral d仔
main(indicated as HMM-SH)， the phrase accuracy is de
creased to 68.6% for the ordinary analog telephone hand
sets. ln the CMS・based testing case， the HMM phonemes 
are trained by the CMS-proc民sed c1ean speech data. By 
subtracting each cepstral me日 value from each tesling 
data(a.daptation 1)， the phrase accuracy is 74.7% for the 
ordinary 日a10g telephone handsets， 回d 42.0% for the 
cordless telephone handsets. To compa..re with the result 
of HMM-SH， we attempt to subtract the cepstral me問。f
the same a.daptation data from the testing data(adaptation 
2). The phrase accuracy is 72.6% for the ordina..ry analog 
telephone handsets， 回d 38.6% for the cordless telephone 
handsels. These results show lhat lhe result of CMS is bet
ter than that of HMM-SH(without decomposition of noise 
HMM) in noisy telephone channeJ. 

Table 4 shows lhe comparison with the matched condilion 
for one ordina..ry.analog telephone handsel. ln lhe cぉe of 
the HMM-TELE(malched handsel) which a..re lrained by 
the speech through only one kind of lhe ordinary analog 
telepbone handset， the performance is 86.6% for the same 
ordinary日a10g telephone handset. However， the phrase 
accuracy with the HMM-SHN is 80.1 % for tbe same阻a10g
telephone handset with one adaptation sentence. There is 
the di恥rence of the phrase accuracy between the HMM 
decomposition a.nd the matched condition. 

S. CONCLUSION 

We have evaluated the performa.nce of the model adap
ta.tion by the previously proposed HMM decomposition 
metbod[I) on the telephoロe speech recognition. The av
erage phrase recognition accuracy with the clean speecb 
HMMs is 60.9% for tbe ordinary analog telcphone hand
sets，祖d 19.6% for the cordless telephooe handsets. The 
average pbrase recognition accuracy with the CMS HMMs 
is 74.7% for the ordinary analog telephone handsets， 回d
42.0% for tbe cordless telepho口e handsets. By the HMM 
decomposition metbod， the average phrase recognition ac
curacy is improved to 78.1 % for the ordina..ry analog tele
pbone handsets，回d 50.5% for tbe cordless telepbone band
sets. These results sbow tbe HMM decomposition method 
is able to improve the performance. However， in tbe 
matcbed condition， tbe average pbrase recognition accu
racy is 77.7% for the ordina..ry a.nalog lelephone handsels， 
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回d 61.0% for the cordless telephone handsels. Therefore， 

the furtber improvement of the HMM a.dapta.tion method 

would be necessary for the cordless telephone speech. 
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